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Abstract

This paper examines in detail the backchannels uttered by a French professional interviewer during a neuropsychological test of verbal memories. These backchannels are short utterances such as oui, d’accord, uhm, etc. They are mainly produced here to encourage subjects to retrieve a set of words after their controlled encoding. We show that the choice of lexical items, their production rates and their associated prosodic contours are influenced by the subject performance and conditioned by the protocol.
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1. Introduction

Conversational feedback is most performed through short utterances such as yeuh, really, okay, umh produced by interlocutors in order to signal that they are attending the speaker and do not wish to take the floor. Unfortunately these continuers [1] can also signal topic shifts as well as trigger propositional content, each function being not mutually exclusive – e.g. okay may both signal success and encourage continuation.

Most qualitative studies of backchannels’ production have been collected during semi-spontaneous dialogs triggered by conversational themes [2] or games such as map tasks [3] or other collaborative games [1]. Regularities of such multimodal interactive behaviors are mined and – together with data from the literature – often straightforwardly implemented in conversational virtual agents and social robots [4] without considering the very specificity of the task. We analyze here the back-channels produced during short-term face-to-face interviews aiming at evaluating potential deficits of cognitive abilities of interviewees. This study is part of a broader research aiming at giving humanoid robots social skills for monitoring task-oriented interviews. Backchannels are in fact an important factor in creating the impression of cooperative, natural human dialog for synthetic dialog agents.

2. The corpus

The neuropsychological interviews of our corpus were conducted by the third author of this paper [professional neuropsychologist] in the framework of the ANR project SOMBRERO. These interviews are based on the French adaptation [5][6] of the Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test [7] named the RL/RI 16 that uses written words rather than images. It provides a simple and clinically useful verbal memory test for identifying dementia in the elderly. It is a sensible tool for the detection of memory dysfunction associated with the early stage of Alzheimer disease – together with other symptoms such as executive and/or instrumental disorders. The RL/RI 16 protocol consists in four phases: (1) the learning of 16 words together with their semantic categories; (2) 3 successive recall tasks (free recall then indexed recall for the unrecovered items) separated with a distractive task (reverse counting); (3) a recognition task involving the 16 items, 32 distractors (16 different words with the same semantic category and 16 true distractors) and (4) a delayed free and indexed recall. The 4th phase was not administrated in the present study. Mnestic performance is evaluated by comparing recall rates of the subject with regards to mean & standard deviations observed within same control population of the same age interval.

The behavioral data of one unique interviewer – so that adaptive behavior remains consistent across multiple interactions – will serve as demonstration for our humanoid robot (see last section). Therefore, most of our signals are captured from the interviewer’s perspective. No invasive sensors are placed on the subjects. The motion of 25 retroflexive markers placed on the plexus, shoulders, head, arms, indexes and thumbs of the professional interviewer were monitored thanks to a Qualysis® system with 4 cameras. A Pertech® head-mounted monocular eyetracker also monitors the gaze of the interviewer (see Figure 1). Speech data are captured via OKMII high-quality ear microphones and recorded synchronously with a side-view video by HD camera.

Figure 1. Visual data. Left: side view from a fixed HD camera. Right: head-related view from the eyetracker scene camera. The dot superimposed to the scene camera features the current gaze fixation point.

Each interview lasts around 20 minutes, comprising the collection of personal records, the core RL/RI protocol and final report of performance. We analyze here almost two hours of multimodal data for the five subjects. Each subject received a 15€ voucher for his/her participation.

Our interviewer uttered 492 backchannels during her 5 interviews. Given the objectives of this joint task, these backchannels mainly fulfill five functions: assessment (61%), incentive (26%), closure of subtask (6%), optional reply (5%) and confirmation (2%).
We analyze below the lexical markers and the prosodic patterns she used as continuers as well as assessments [8] [9] [10], both being not mutually exclusive.

Figure 2. Nb of occurrences of the 34 different lexical markers used by the interviewer to encourage the subjects. This distribution is dominated by 5 items: oui, très bien, humm-humm, d’accord, humm.

Figure 3. Cumulative histograms of the 5 main lexical markers for each subject. The overlaid black line gives the average number of backchannels per mn (*10). Note that subject 1 has no deficiency of the anterograde verbal memory while subjects 3 and 4 have important mnemonic dysfunctions and deficient semantic encodings. Subject 2 has a deficient semantic encoding. Subject 5 had free recall problems at the 3rd recall task.

3. Lexical markers (LEX)

Prévot et al [11] identified 197 different combinations of basic markers. The most frequent ones were humm, ouais, humm-humm, ah, non. Our nomenclature (see Figure 2) doesn’t differ so much except that positive feedbacks are here boosted: oui (yes), très bien (excellent), d’accord (okay) join up with the basic continuers humm-humm, hum.

The interlocutor-specific distributions and average number of backchannels per mn (see Figure 3) seems top correlate with subjects’ mnesic deficiencies.

4. Prosodic contours (MRK)

In her study of Dutch map-task dialogs, Caspers [12] distinguished between 3 types of melodic contours: H*L L%, LH% and others. Benus et al [1] observed the distribution of boundary tones of backchannels among 4 types of contours: HL%, HH%, LL% and LH%. Backchannels are more likely to have L+H% accents and a high boundary tone (H-H%).

Following the Gestalt approach promoted by the SFC model [13] [14], we labelled our backchannels with 5 distinctive functional markers that both reflect distinctive communicative functions and prosodic patterns (Figure 4):

1. DC encodes a positive assessment with a final F0 fall
2. QS denotes a full question with a final F0 rise
3. EX denotes an incentive continuer with a sharp and ample final F0 rise
4. CT denotes a standard continuer with a final F0 rise
5. CTp cues an unmarked backchannel with a flat F0 contour

Note that the entire corpus was labeled with functional markers that not only include these 5 utterance-level markers but also other utterance-level contours such as QI (that denotes a wh-question usually cued with a final F0 fall) as well as markers related to syntax and emphasis whose contours overlap and add to the utterance-level contours (see [13] for the training framework that disentangles the ill-posed problem of separating overlapping contributions).

Since backchannels are essentially short utterances – often limited to one or two words – they mainly carry one utterance-level marker. The only exception observed in our corpus is...
emphasis: 40 adjunctions of broad or narrow focus (notably on the adverb *très*) have been observed (see Figure 5). The distribution of these 5 functional markers over the lexical markers is not arbitrary (see Figure 6): while the incentive continuer dominates because of the interactive task, *d’accord* is the only backchannel used for requesting agreement.

Likelihood ratio tests comparing the combined multinomial model FCT–MRK+LEX with the individual models FCT–MRK and FCT–LEX show that both prosodic (chisq(16)=85, p<1.e⁻³) and lexical (chisq(20)=142, p<1.e⁻³) markers significantly contribute to the encoding of the communicative functions (FCT).

Figure 5. Top: Narrow focus on *très bien* for two utterances in the original data. Bottom: the initial rise on *très* is captured and superimposed on the utterance-level contour (here CTp) by the SFC. Left is the generation of the sole CTp contour. Right is its superposition with EM contour on *très bien*.

Figure 6. Distribution of the 5 main F0 contours for each main lexical marker. *Humm–humm* is mainly incentive continuer while *d’accord* is sometimes used as a question and *très bien* is equally used as an assessment and a continuer.

5. Phases of the protocol

Figure 7 displays the repartition of lexical markers and prosodic patterns for the different phases of the protocol, i.e. learning, test and recognition (resp. 22.4%, 62.1% and 15.5% of the durations of the interviews on average). The average number of backchannels per mn increases as we progress in the protocol. The use of incentive continuers also strongly increases. The recognition phase generates the highest rate of backchannels per mn, presumably to signal that the 48 subject’s decisions have been scored. Note also that the scoring also promotes the use of *d’accord*.

6. Chaining lexical and prosodic markers

Figure 8 gives the bigrams $p(S_t|S_{t-1}) = p(S_t & S_{t-1}) / p(S_{t-1})$ for two sets of adjacent tokens $S$: lexical markers and prosodic patterns. As evidenced in the figure, the choice of lexical markers and prosodic patterns does not only depend on their respective frequency in each phase of the protocol but also obey to syntactic constraints that will be worth replicating by automatic generators of reactive multimodal behaviors.

7. Timing

Figure 9 displays the timing relations between interlocutors’ utterances around backchannels. The distributions show that the majority of backchannels are triggered immediately at the end of interlocutors’ speeches, presumably to both confirm correct responses and foster further mnesic retrieval. As shown, these backchannels often overlap with interlocutors’ speeches. Therefore, an adequate automatic generation of backchannels will need incremental speech recognition technologies in order to react in real-time to relevant spoken input. This contrasts with more informal conversational data that more likely authorizes the modeling of backchannel
opportunities (see the review by de Kok [10, pp. 98–101]) using lower-level signal-related cues such as pitch, energy, pause or gaze.

Figure 9. Timing of ends and beginnings of interlocutors’ speeches surrounding backchannels. The thick vertical bars align all verbal activities to the onsets and offsets of the backchannels (the distance between them is arbitrary and does not reflect the average duration of backchannels). The majority of backchannels are triggered immediately at the end of interlocutors’ speeches.

Table 1. Rates of free vs. indexed recalls, F0 distributions and mean number of backchannels per mn for each subject. Pathological rates are highlighted. F0 is given in cents with reference to 200Hz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Free Recall</th>
<th>Indexed Recall</th>
<th>F0 Interviewer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (F)</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.0 ± 5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (F)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>-0.7 ± 4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (M)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>-8.2 ± 4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (F)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-1.1 ± 3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (F)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-1.0 ± 3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. Inter-subject variability and discussion

Heldner et al [15] have shown that the prosody of backchannels is influenced by so-called backchannel preceding cues (BPC). In fact, backchannels may be privileged locations to observe interlocutors’ mutual accommodation, and particularly phonetic alignment. During these interviews, we did not observe any global alignment (see Table 1); the mean F0 of the interviewer has the general tendency to increase as a function of interaction session, except for the last one. This F0 increase as a function of repetitive trials was also observed in several experiments [16] [17]. The mean F0 of feedbacks seems however more correlated to the subjects’ registers.

Concerning local correlations, mean F0 of feedbacks moderately correlate \((r=0.11)\) with backchannel following cues, while correlation with BPC does not significantly differ from cues with the same length randomly chosen in the subject’s samples. This may reflect the impact of the role of the interviewer who clearly leads the interactions.

We aim at modelling the adaptive communication strategy of one target speaker – who serves as behavioral reference for our conversational agent (see below) – facing multiple interlocutors with various deficits. The data of this one-to-many experimental paradigm are thus clearly idiosyncratic.

9. Conclusions and perspectives

Together with coverbal and non-verbal behavior, backchannels are very important components for humans and agents aiming at fostering physical [18] or mental activity [19] of their conversational partners. We have shown here that neurophysiological tests provide a very interesting framework for studying strategies used by professionals to exploit the various characteristics of these feedbacks, notably rate, placement, prosodic and lexical choice according to their interlocutors and the phase of the protocol. We have shown that these strategies are quite rule-governed and take into account pragmatic needs. One of the main challenge of dialog systems for reproducing these feedback patterns is to be able to incrementally decode and interpret subjects’ actions (see notably the proposals made by Schlangen et al [20]).

We have proposed elsewhere a framework [21] [22] to learn coverbal behaviors of one interlocutor (notably gaze and pointing gestures) given the observation of the verbal and coverbal behavior of his/her interlocutor from monitored face-to-face interactions. One of our immediate objectives is to augment the set of output streams with backchannels.

We analyzed here the very first interaction data we collected on face-to-face human-human interviews with a unique professional whose communication skills we have the ambition to endow social robots with. We envision filling the gap between human-human and human-robot interactions with immersive teleoperation (see Figure 10 and [23] [24]) where the communication is mediated by a robotic embodiment that inherently provides perception and action limitations to the higher-level cognitive processes of the pilot. We will now explore the impact of such a robotic embodiment on the behaviors we have characterized here.

Finally these protocol and analysis frameworks are currently being reproduced with several professional interviewers in order to explore the variety of communication strategies. We will notably examine the impact of gender and age on mutual alignment of speech and coverbal behaviors.

Figure 10. Immersive teleoperation of the GIPSA-Lab humanoid robot NINA. The pilot (left) communicates through the sensors (ear microphones and micro cameras embedded in the robot’s eyes) and the actuators (neck, eyes, jaw, lips, etc.) of his robotic surrogate (right) with a remote interlocutor.

Appendix

The multimodal data and label files are freely available at: www.gipsa-lab.fr/projet/SOMBRERO/data
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